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At thB stinson Field Reunion, I presented

a forum on wing rigging and have to
admit I was quite surprised at the most
favorable response and the desire f or

Stinson owners to learn more about their
aircraft. Additionally it was quite
gratifying to have some of the experts in

the audience providing moral and

technical support. Due to several requests
lately for some written material on the
f orum, I have decided to caPture the
essence of the program here.

First of all, lets get a few things straight'
There is nothing magic about rigging the
wings on any conventional airplane. Most
all airplanes have some amount of
washout in the wings. Uh oh, lets get this
term washout defined once and for all , '

Washout is the process of twisting the
wing so that the trailing of the tip is '
twisted up relative to the root of the
wing, and conversely, washin is when the
tip is twisted down. The wings on Eny
conventional airplanes should NEVER
have ANY amount of washin.

Lets talk a little about why any twist at
all. Each airfoil has a critical angle of
attack at which the wing stalls. This is
predictable. For a Clark Y airfoil, the
critical angle of attack is 1 2 degrees. As
the airplane reaches this critical angle of
attack, the air: tehds to separate from the
surface and the wings is said to stall.
Generally there is a gentle pitching down
of the nose of the airplane when this
happens. lt is EXTBEMELY important that
both wings reach this critical angle of
attack at the same timel Also its deslrable
that when this stall takes place that it
progresses gradually from the root of the
wing to the tip, such that aileron control
is maintained throughout the stall.

The solution to'this problem is found by

twisting the wing so that the tip leading

edge is lower than the root by a degree

and a half , thus when the root of the

wing is al 12 degrees, the tip is only at

1 O and one half degrees and the nose

starts to pitch down because the maiority
of the wing is al 12 degrees, while the tip
is still flying.

OK, now we know whY we are doing all

of this, now for the how' Oh bY the waY,

bef ore starting this procedure, by all

means reference The Stinson Model 108

series Airplanes: General Service Manual,

lf you don't have one, get one, They are

available from Univair. Dave Tally from
Texas is never without his, he'say he

keeps a copy in the throne room and next
to the bed.

The General Service Manual, Page 33
Paragraph 29d wing Panel lnstallation
says, to lnstall the upper end of the rear

strut to wing fitting, adjust the eyebolt in

the bottom of the rear lift strut so that
the eye registers with the bolt hole in the
lower end of the front strut when the
bottom surfaces of the wing ribs at the
root and at the tip are the same angle to
the thrust line of the fuselage.

Paragraph 29e, When the f oregoing of the
preliminary adjustment is completed,
make the final adjustment of the eyebolt
by unscrewing the bolt five complete
turns. The rear lift strut is then the proper
length to warp the wing panel the
required amount f or best aerodynamic
ef f iciency.
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What's that you say? Come again? Lets
attempt to reduce this to more simple
English, along wrth an update in
methodology, The thrust Line, menrioned
in paragraph 29d, can be f ound in
Chapter ll, Leveling, paragraph 1 1, page
10, the upper edge of the door frame,
which is parallel to the thrust line, can be
used to level the airplane
Now you can jack up the tail until the
upper edge of the door frame is level, as
determined by a spirit level, or . . . . you
can do it the way I do. I have what is
known as a smart Level, a digital level
with the ability to be zeroed from any
reference, I place my level against the
upper door frame (with the tail on the
ground) and zero it. From that point on
the level zero is the same as the door
f rame.

My level has a long beam which allows
me to place the level element into it, I

then check the reading at the first ribi-ut
iio-
tip and place the level along the third rib ,

1,:g-,
one and one half degrees less than the
root. lf its not, adjust the rear strut filting
fnlii it is. Repeat the process f or the
other wing. Do not re-zero the level,

An important note, Don't do this
procedure by yourself . First of all you
need someone to adjust the f ork f itting
while someone else holds up the wing,
but most of all, make sure you let your
friend take a turn at reading the level and
be certain you both agree with the
findings. lf you don't, find out why and
resolve it to both of your satisfaction.

Okay, you're half way there. Now you
need to go out and fly the airplane, and
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Now that you are cavorting around the
sky, go out to the usual practice area and
do a few stalls.

Not the sissy type they teach these
days, but pull the nose up about 30
degrees and hang oq. What you are
looking for is f or th-e airplane to stall
straight ahead with no wing drop (and no

1, fair helping it). Do several stalls and
, satisfy yourself that it responds the same

way each time. lf it drops a wing, write
down which one, When you get back on

the ground, you will want to increase the
washout on that wing. Now think about it
a little. lf the left wing was the offending
wing, its because the angle of attack on
that wing was too high causing it to stall
before the ottrer one, theref org we want
to lower the angle of attack on the left
wing. We do that by lengthening the left
rear strut and increasing the washout.
Only lengthen the strut by one half turn

-q_t 
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Ugjig!!]gft prlgg1|ge. Do this until the
airplane stalls straight ahead.

Needless to say, i.ts imperative to have
rigged the flaps and ailerons bef ore this
procedure, We'll go back and address
them later.

Now we have the airplane rigged t

properly, but does it fly hands off ? We
have rigged the flaps and ailerons
according to the General Service Manual
it should fly straight, however, these
airplanes are f ifty years old and its hard
to tell what might be bent sometimes.
First of all we have to determine that the
rudder trim is not the culprit and get it
rigged according to the General Servrce
Manual. Once that's done and we still
can't get it to fly straight, its permissible
to remove some of the additional washin
that we put in (if that's the direction we
want to go) provided it does not alter the
straight ahead stall characteristics. Failing
that, we must adjust the aileron tabs to
compensate for wing heaviness. Everyone
still has aileron tabs don't they? You
probably don't, but the airplane camb
with them,
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By the way, I got a note frorn John Baker called the SmartTool. lt has sirnilar
in Maryland advising rne that the Srnart features and carr be used the same way.
Level is no longer available. The You can buy the SmartTool in several
company has recently discontinued the versions. The SmartTool can bre

Smart Level and now produces the Smart purchased as a f-f oot or 4 f oot level with
Tool, whrch is similar, but does not have an integral sensor that lS NOT removable
the long oval shaped (and removable) fot use as a torpedo level. Or, as I

torpedo level within the standard level. recommend, yoLl can buy the sensor
The new tool comes as a 24" or 48" level alone (Model 92346)that can be

with a non-removable digital unit or as a mounted in any Maclanburg-Duncan 6000
separate rectangular unit that can be Series or 6500 Series AmericanLevel
attached to standard levels (frorn a (lengths 24" to 96"). Ttre sensor alone is
certain manuf acturer), John advises that useful f or tight spaces (like the door
he has found a local source and is still frame) or smaller control surfaces, I

doing research on the topic and once he purchased a 4 foot level (#26104),
has all the facts, he'll send me more info enough to span the chord r:f the wing
and send a note to Dennis Dow for the from spar to spar, Cost for the SmartTool
Southwest Stinson Club web site. sensor was $96,98 and the 4 foot level

was $28.99 at a local building supply
Chuck Gruby retailer . By shopping around, you may

tle able to f ind a better price. The toll-f ree

John Baker supplied this update to the phone number for the SmartTool division
availability of the Smart Level. You may of Maclanburg-Duncan is
want to include it with my write-up. 1-800-762-7853.They can provide the

name of a dealer near you.

Stinson Folks. .. 0 I hope this "update" to Chuck Gruby's
excellent workshop will be

At the Stinson Aerodrome Reunion in San useful. JTB
Antonio, Chuck Gruby presented q
workshop on rigging Stinson Voyagers,
To measure the washout, fte used a nifty The next question: Wayne from Louisiana
tool call the Smart Level. The Smart asks: what kind of emergency repair can
Level is a digital inclrnometer consisting be done for a generator absorber? This
of a solid state sensor inside a question can also relate to the magneto
water-resistant electronic module about 4 absorber?
inches long. The electronic module can
be used as a torpedo level or can be Remember: all solutions are welcome to
clipped into a 2 foot,4 foot, or 6 foot these questions. Let us know your
level, Cost for the unit was about $120 thoughts on how you would solve the
f or the sensor and two f oot level. lt problems mentioned.
looked like such a great tool, that I

decided to buy one,

The only catch, I f ound, was that the
Smart Level is no longer in production. I

was able to determine that the maker of
the Smart Level, Wedge lnnovations, has
been absorbed by Macklanburg-Duncan,
PO Box 25188, Oklahoma 73125, They
are now making an updated version,


